Apron - Pan Conveyors

Apron conveyors usually consist out of two strands of chain separated by overlapping plates, so called aprons. Typically is that while the apron conveyor is running, the product lies still on the aprons. These types of conveyors are useful as feeders and long horizontal or inclined high capacity conveyors.

**Advantages:**
- Handling of raw, abrasive, heavy bulk products.
- Can be used as hot material and cooling conveyor.
- Very high capacities are possible.
- Smooth running, low maintenance.
- Entecom Systems overlapping design for avoidance of spillage and conveyor blockings.
- Can be used with different types of chains.

**Entecom provides:**
- New design
- Problem solving on existing conveyors.
- Maintenance
- Delivery of spare parts: aprons, chains, drive wheels...
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